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A reminder of our importance–and yours 

Luke Muller,
Director, External Engagement

(306) 966-1192
luke.muller@usask.ca

It has been said too often that this is an 
‘unprecedented’ year. So much so, it has 
bordered on parody to say it earnestly, as 
true as the sentiment may be.

Nevertheless, it has been a challenging 
year. But as we look back on 2020, it is 
undoubtedly gratifying to recognize 
what the University Library accomplished 
amidst very difficult circumstances.

In June, we introduced Contactless Pickup, 
which allows users to pick up books 
while maintaining proper distancing. In 
October, the service evolved into a self-
service model, allowing users to pick up 
their own books. We also made material 
available through our scan-and-send 
service, allowing for portions of books 
and journals to be emailed to users, to 
ensure that learning and research would 
not be interrupted. 

University Archives and Special Collections 
(UASC) offered increased availability of its 
collections through a renewed reference 
and digitization service, allowing us to 
support digitization requests and research 
questions.

In October, many weeks of work and 
planning by library and university 
administration culminated with the 
reopening of the Murray Library’s ground 
floor as study space for students. There 
were many safety considerations, with 
the safety of our students and our library 
employees at the top of the list.

We also launched the COVID-19 
Community Archive, a partnership 
between the library’s Digital Research 
Centre, University Archives and Special 
Collections, and faculty in the Department 
of History in the College of Arts and 
Science (see Preserving the Provincial 
Pandemic Experience in this newsletter for 
more).

Additionally, many of the important 
supports and workshops facilitated by 
the library’s Student Learning Services 
continued virtually. Our Ask Us chat 
service acted as a pivotal online contact 
point to provide information and research 
support to our users.

These are just a few examples of how 
our library adapted in the face of the 
pandemic to offer many of the important 

services that USask has come to expect 
and appreciate from us. I’m so proud of 
our library community for everything 
they’ve done to ensure the safety and 
academic health of employees, faculty, 
and students.

As we continue to navigate the 
pandemic and persevere through the 
many challenges that continue to come 
our way, I’m often reminded of how truly 
important the University Library is to our 
university, and in turn, how important 
your support is to ensuring we fulfill 
our responsibilities to our stakeholders. 
As always, our donors play a key role 
in our success, and allow us to enliven 
our spaces, enhance our programs, and 
engage our users. Thank you!

Best wishes for the coming holiday season 
and all the best in 2021.

 

Charlene Sorensen
Acting dean, University Library

Students today are navigating a new world 
of learning. Your gift to the University 
Library through the Campaign for Students 
ensures that they have access to academic 
services and materials no matter where 
they are studying this year. 

To make your gift to the Campaign for 
Students and support the University 
Library, visit give.usask.ca/students.
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Aurora Borealis flashing over the  
Murray Memorial Library building.  

Trees and fence posts on the left.

 1970. A-1374 University of Saskatchewan, 
University Archives & Special Collections

“The library has been fundamental to my studies since 
I started my journey at USask. I utilized its resources 
such as books, journals, computer stations, printers, 
boardrooms, and tutor sessions when preparing for 
exams or completing assignments. And now with 
distance learning, the library continues to provide 
learning support through their online website and 
contactless pick up. I’m thankful for its accessibility  
and dedication to helping students like me succeed  
in our courses.” 
INALIE PORTADES, FOURTH-YEAR COMMERCE STUDENT
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Preserving the provincial pandemic experience 
In a year unlike any in our lifetime, we all 
have observed countless signifiers that 
reinforce the gravity of life during the 
COVID-19 global pandemic.

Whether it’s a photo of an empty 
downtown core, a playground closed to 
the public, signs that encourage physical 
distancing, or expressions of solidarity 
and staying safe, there have been many 
unique and surreal sights that we have 
absorbed during this extraordinary time. 

The COVID-19 Community Archive 
was launched in May to document this 
momentous period in history and serve 
as a source of these snapshots.

The project is a partnership between the 
Digital Research Centre (DRC), University 
Archives and Special Collections (UASC) 
in the University Library, and faculty in 
the Department of History in the College 
of Arts and Science.

As a community-driven initiative, the 
digital archive includes submissions 
from residents that chronicle individual 
or collective experiences. While many 
of the submissions have included 
photographs, content such as social 
media posts, videos, creative projects, 
email, blog entries, journals, and 
personal reflections are also encouraged 
to be submitted.

Contributions to the COVID-19 
Community Archive provide valuable 
source material for researchers studying 
how the pandemic has transformed our 
community.

Dr. Erika Dyck (PhD), a professor in the 
Department of History, and Canada 
Research Chair in the History of 
Medicine, highlights the importance of 
establishing the archive as a historical 
record.

“We know that moments like this 
pandemic are rare but have also 
shaped generations and often resulted 
in changing our cultural and political 
priorities,” she said. “We see that today 
in the social justice movements around 
the globe that are drawing attention 
to the plight of under-serviced 
communities, or racialized prejudice 
that has created systematic barriers to 
justice or health care.”

“Historically, these kinds of reactions are 

During Pride Week in June, the University 
Library partnered with the Western 
Development Museum and Saskatoon 
Pride to host a digital panel discussion as 
part of Spark Your Pride, an event aimed 
at creating space to share and explore 
queer histories and stories.

Entitled, So You Have a Queer Collection—
Now What?, the digital panel featured 
USask history professor Dr. Valerie 
Korinek; Joan Kanigan, CEO of the 
Western Development Museum; and 
Albert McLeod, co-director of Two-

Sparking Pride 

Spirited People of Manitoba.

The panel also examined the significance 
of the Neil Richards Collection of Sexual 
and Gender Diversity, a unique 2SLGBTQ+ 
collection of more than 8,000 titles. 

The panel explored the cultural 
significance of such collections and 
how they reflect and uplift 2SLGBTQ+ 
lives. The discussion can be viewed on 
Saskatoon Pride’s YouTube channel.

Gifts to the Neil Richards Sexual and 
Gender Diversity Fund will be used to 
amplify the visibility and impact of the 

University Library’s 2SLGBTQ+ collections 
by increasing outreach and engagement 
activities, supporting graduate student 
engagement, providing research grants, 
and funding the acquisition of new 
materials.

Selections of LGBTQ pulp fiction from the Neil Richards Collection of Sexual and Gender Diversity.

not uncommon, but what we do about 
them and how we choose to remember 
these moments will become a testament 
to how our society is remembered by 
future generations.”

Craig Harkema, co-director of the DRC, 
encourages the USask community to 
contribute to the archive and notes that 
no submission is too small in scale.

“Capturing tiny expressions of what is 
happening in their work and personal 
lives adds up to create a more accurate 
picture of what effect the pandemic is 
having on the community,” he said.

Through web archiving, interviews 
and other initiatives, the project team 
will also gather documentation such 
as news releases, policy changes, 
essential services declarations, and the 
research contributions from the Vaccine 
and Infectious Disease Organization-
International Vaccine Centre (VIDO-
InterVac) at USask.

Thus far, the COVID-19 Community 
Archive has received and documented 

#USaskAtHome 
As thousands of USask students began preparations for 
final exams during the Winter 2020 term under the unusual 
circumstances of the outbreak of COVID-19, the University 
Library’s community of donors pulled together to show their 
support from home. 

Donors and friends of the University Library posed for photos 
with messages of support for students which were shared on 
social media with the hashtag #USaskAtHome.

“Our donors and friends have a special relationship with our 
students,” said Luke Muller, the University Library’s director of 
external engagement. “They support the library because they 
know how central it is to the student experience. It is especially 
inspiring to see this show of support during the pandemic; 
it shows just how deeply they care about the library’s role in 
ensuring the success of our university community during this 
difficult time.”  

Gifts made in support of this 
collection will be matched by the 
University Library up to a total  
of $50,000. Visit donate.usask.ca 
to make a gift.

Friends of the University Library, Sherrill Miller and Harald 
Finkler, sending supportive messages to students as they 

begin exams from home to conclude Winter Term 2020.

approximately 100 submissions from 
the public. The project team has also 
archived over 900 gigabytes of web 
archive data from sites chronicling news 
and documentations of the pandemic. 
Interviews with members of the public 
are also being conducted to record their 
experiences.

While many have already submitted 
content to the archive, Harkema sees the 
great reach the project can continue to 
have and the magnitude of the story it 
can tell future generations.

“We hope this work is a proactive means 
to collecting and preserving the diverse 
responses to the situation,” he said. 
“The pandemic is undeniably massive 
in terms of scope and complexity. At 
the very least, if we manage to engage 
people and capture a piece of what they 
are experiencing, then it’s time well 
spent.”

To view the COVID-19 Community 
Archive or submit your content, visit: 
covid19archive.usask.ca.

One of the digital images that members of the public have submitted to the 
university’s COVID-19 Community Archive collection. (Photo: Submitted)
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